Nick Lampone
Subject:

Morning CORE

US Futures-World Markets: It’s Thursday, which means the release of US jobless claims at 8:30am.
Expectations are for another number above 1 million and continuing claims around 17 million. Negotiations
on a new stimulus package continue in Washington. There is no greater incentive to get a deal done than an
impending summer vacation for lawmakers. Tesla reported a profit last night, which gets Elon Musk one step
closer to inclusion into the S&P 500. Microsoft is a down a bit after disappointing earnings. Twitter missed
estimates, but stock is higher on surging usage (+6% pre-market). I still can’t believe they haven’t figured out
how to monetize their business. Investors continue to ignore tough talk between US and China. Reminds me
of A Bronx Tale: “Sonny was right, nobody cares.” https://bit.ly/39q8BVZ . Asian indices were mixed with
Japanese markets closed. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +5.98, 10-Yr Yield: 0.592%.
CORE Headlines:
 White House and Republicans reach deal on $1 trillion stimulus package which includes money for
testing, schools, and additional stimulus checks. There is not an agreement on a payroll tax cut and
Republicans are floating idea of short term extension of enhanced unemployment, but the White
House is against that. Democrats want more money for schools.-NBC
 China warns US to "think carefully" about where relationship is heading and China could reduce staff
at Hong Kong consulate in response to Houston consulate closure.-Bberg (I still don’t think Xi is that
bright a guy)
 Corporate America is beginning to downsize commercial real estate footprints due to remote work.Reuters (and the sun rises in the East)
 AT&T said it lost monthly phone subscribers and suffered a $2 billion revenue decline from delayed
movie releases and advertising shortfalls in the second quarter as the COVID-19 pandemic ravaged its
business.-Reuters (stock is up small pre-market and -22%YTD)
 Southwest Airlines warned that travel demand would remain depressed until a vaccine or treatment
for COVID-19 becomes available, as it posted a $915 million loss for the Q2.-Reuters (stock is 38%YTD)
 Sales of previously owned homes in the US jumped 20.7 percent in June as the housing market shook
off high unemployment and buyers with pent-up demand seized on record-low mortgage rates.-WSJ
 Small businesses such as restaurants, dog-care centers, and manufacturers brought back staff
beginning in mid-April, believing they could get back to business, but many are shutting down or
cutting jobs again as local officials and consumers pull back and the pandemic shows no signs of
abating.-WSJ
 The Trump administration is nearing a deal with some immigrant advocates that would present a
choice to jailed parents fighting denial of asylum: let their children be released without them or
remain detained together indefinitely.-WSJ
 Federal Reserve officials are set to discuss next week how to provide more economic stimulus, though
they have signaled comfort leaving policy on hold until they learn more about how the coronavirus
pandemic is weighing on the US economy.-WSJ
 Washington lawmakers acknowledge they're unlikely to pass a new unemployment benefits bill
before the current one expires on July 31, which means the issue may not be solved until after
Congress' month-long August recess.-USA
 Amazon will begin shipping packages in environmentally friendly boxes, part of a “Less Packaging,
More Smiles” program that will include a call to action to recycle; related story says Amazon will bring
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its autonomous delivery system to Atlanta, Georgia and Franklin, Tennessee this week after a yearlong test run in other areas.-USA
FOXA: Pent-up demand for sports is translating into major advertising revenue for Fox, which is
kicking off baseball season with its first-ever-triple header on Saturday.-NYP
Google said it fixed a “bug” that led to several conservative websites disappearing from its search
results, but a former engineer said the glitch may have inadvertently exposed an internal list that
targeted certain news outlets.-NYP (“A bug”? ahahhahahhahaha)
Chinese ships are paying North Korea to fish in its waters—Chinese vessels have caught $560M worth
of squid off the North’s shores since the United Nations banned the practice in 2017, often by driving
away local fisherman or forcing them farther out to sea.-NYT
Mexican president Andrés Manuel López Obrador announced a sweeping overhaul of the country’s
pension system designed to tackle a brewing crisis by seeking to boost retirement pay by 40 percent
and ensure that 80 percent of workers have a guaranteed pension.-FT
White House Chief of Staff Meadows: The Trump administration opposed to a short-term extension of
enhanced federal unemployment benefits-TTN

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 NapkinMath: Great look at Costco pricing and their Kirkland brand https://bit.ly/3hovSdC
 CNBC: Last-ditch effort by colleges to stay afloat https://cnb.cx/30EyOMv (Has the cartel been broken
or will politicians bail them out)
 FastCompany: Strategy to reduce multitasking and save hours per week https://bit.ly/30CPeVH
 Russell Napier thinks interest rates are headed higher https://bit.ly/30C4emM
 Univ of Pitt: Restoring the sense of touch in lost limbs https://upmc.me/2OPbA0U
Charts from WSJ Daily Shot:
Since March, investors have been rewarding companies that focus on total return (dividends and
share buybacks) rather than CapEx and R&D.
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Source: Goldman Sachs

The tech mega-cap outperformance has been impressive.

Source: @financialtimes; Read full article

The above trend shows up in the underperformance of the Nasdaq 100 equal-weight index.
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h/t @LizAnnSonders

Here is Tesla's market cap vs. the US, Europe, and Japan automotive sectors' market value.

Source: @lisaabramowicz1, @TheOneDave, @theterminal

The recent rise in market-based inflation expectations (breakeven rates) hasn't done much to lift
value stocks. (Will anything lift value stocks?)

Source: BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research
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In the US the housing market:

• Existing home sales rose sharply in June.

- Despite the increase, sales are running just above the levels we saw in 2014.

- Here is the year-over-year change.
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Record-low mortgage rates and brisk loan applications point to further improvements in home sales
(2 charts).

Source: Piper Sandler
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Source: Pantheon Macroeconomics

Refinance applications: (I think the mortgage brokers on this list should buy me a beer next time
we’re out!)

Homebuilder shares are now outperforming year-to-date. (crazy to see this)
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Ethereum has been outperforming Bitcoin this year.

What percentage of consumers have purchased cryptocurrency?
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Source: MagnifyMoney.com; Read full article

The rebound in US gasoline demand is fading.

With crude oil prices still well below fiscal breakevens, Middle-East oil exporters' government budgets
remain under pressure.
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Source: @adam_tooze, The Economist; Read full article
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State and local budget shortfalls have been massive (2 charts). (Will the federal govt come to the
rescue? Guess it depends on November.)

Source: @adam_tooze, Partnership for New York City; Read full article

Average US car loan size: (that is a shocking number)

Source: Deutsche Bank Research

Restaurant closures:
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Source: @WSJ; Read full article

The proliferation of emojis: (Who was using emojis in 1995? Same people that collect comic books?)
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Source: Statista

When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not indicative of future
results.
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